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TYPE E,'IT

For trimming to length, marking for identification, adzing

chair or rail seatings, and boring up to eight holes in

sleepers at one pass through machine. \r¡y'ill accommodate

sleepers for tracks of any gauge from one metre to 5' 6"

(lm 676), sleeper lengths from 6' 0" to 9' 0" (lm 830 to
2m 7ll),nominal widths of 8", 10" or 12" (203mm-,254mm.,

or 305mm), and nominal depths of 5" to 6' (l27mm. to
l53mm).
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Fully Automatic Sleeper Cross-Cut, Adzer and
Borer TYPE E,llT

Machine is designed for modern methods of manufacture. It is robust, has centralised control and is completely
automatic. lt will give maximum output and accuracy with maximum safety and cleanliness, and with minimum
of personnel, maintenance and stoppages. lt will function with equal efficiency either as a single machine or as a
unit in afully automatic plant. Supported by mechanical handling equipment it will deal with up to ten sleepers
per minute in softwoods and up to five sleepers per minute in hardwoods. With hand loading and unloading of
sleepers a smaller output would be preferable.

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION
Machine is motor-driven throughout and com-
prises :-
a Infeed conveyor.

b Cross-cut saw (optional) located at either right
(preferred) or left hand side of infeed conveyor
to suit customer's requirements ; alternatively
both left and right hand saws can be arranged.

c Main centre section, from which are carried two
adzingheads, between which, for 4' 8!" (lm 435.)
gauge sleepers upwards, is a unit for carrying
marking saws (optional) followed by two four-
spindle boring head units and including flexible
supporting beds for sleepers with reciprocating
dog feed, side fence, top and side guides, exhaust
hoods, cutter-guards, etc.

d Feed mechanism.
e Outfeed conveyor (optional).

f All necessary driving motors, vee-belts, starters,
etc. Machine if required, can be incorporated
in planned flow production line comprising
incising machine (see separate leaflet), outfeed
conveyors, power transfer device from outfeed
conveyor of inciser to adzer and borer and
power-operated loader for creosoting bogies,
transfer conveyois, etc.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
INFEED CONVEYOR

Consists of two heavy steel chains with links at
intervals which project 2' (Slmm.) above table
level in form of feeding dogs, driving shafts, sup-
porting channels and chain . tensioning arrange-
ments. Drive is taken from feed gearbox by heavy
type roller chain.

FEED SEQUENCE
Above chains feed sleepers past cross-cut saw
whence they are picked up by reciprocating hinged
dogs which pass them under adzirrg cutterblocks
and marking saws (when fitted), through to boring
augers, and on again to be picked up finally by
outfeed conveyor dogs which form part of similar
chains to those on infeed conveyor.

cRoss-cuT sAw(s) (oPrroNAL)
This is placed beside infeed conveyor before
adzing heads on either side or both sides of
machine as required by customer. Saw, 24'
(610mm.) diameter, has horizontal adjustment
which together with side guide adjustment will
accommodate sleepers from 6' 0" to 9' 0" (1m830 to
2m745) long. Saw spindle vee-belt driven from
10 h.p. motor. Hinged front portion of table
allows quick and easy access to saw.

ADZING HEADS AND BED

Standard machine has two independent, hori-
zontally adjustable adzing spindles, each vee-belt
driven from 10 h.p. motor. Formed solid with
each spindle is a rectangular-section, straight-cut
block which carries two closed-slot cutters suitable
for working chair seatings up to maximum of 22"
(560mm.) long. Cutters can be set for either
horizontal or angular (1 in 20) seatings. Shoulder
cutters leave clean shoulders to adzed seatings.

Standard machine as illustrated has flexible-bed
under each adzing head, and whilst top pressures
are adjustable by handwheel to vary depth of cut
by adzing lTeads, they operate as fixed guides, and
sleepers of variable depth are forced up against
them by flexible bed below, and give constant
depth of cut on adzed seating.

It is believed that most Railways prefer this method
of working, but if required we can offer alternative
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method. This is to have adzing spindles with
removable type cutterblocks, which have some
advantages. Blocks can be built up from various
width units carried on a bush to work intricate forms
of.adzed seatings. Blocks can be easily removed
and sharpened in separate saw shop or tool room.
Since blocks can be made slightly less in width than
adzed seatings, greater depth of cut can be allowed
on adzed seatings and would allow smaller diameter
logs t'o be used as sleepers. With removable cutter-
blocks top pressure guides can be springJoaded and
flexible beds of adzing section secured with lock-
nuts at top and bottom so that, while height of
bed is adjustable, a constant thickness from bottom
face to adzed surface of sleeper can be obtained.
This is a useful feature where bolts and plates on
bottom face of sleeper are used for securing chairs
in place of spikes.

Spring-loaded top pressure guides for adzing
heads also have provision for locking rigidly so
that with bed locknuts set to give free movement
both"types of rail chair mounting can be worked.
Hinged combined exhaust hoods and cutterguards
provided;

MARKING SAWS UNIT (OPTIONAL)

For British Standard Gauge 4' 8$' (1m435.) and
wider gauges only. Fitted-betweón àdzing cutter-
heads and consists of I h.p. motor which will carry
up to three saws to mark sleepers for purpose of
identification. Removable combined guard and
exhaust hood fitted.

BORING HEAD UNITS
There are two independent, horizontally adjustable
boring head units, which may be set to bore any
number of holes up to four at each end of sleeper
and at either vertical or angular (l in 20) settings.

Boring spindles in each unit adjustable between
centre settings of:-

In width In length
of sleeper of sleeper

Minimum 2$'. (63.5mm.) 4'. (l02mm.)
Maximum 6$". (165mm.) l7!.'. (445mm.)
Each boring head unit driven by vee belts from 10
h.p. motor through totally enclosed gear box
having one main central gear and four smaller
ones-one for each boring spindle. If four holes
per seating are not required each redundant
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spindle can be quickly withdrawn followirrg
removal of single top nut and two tee bolts securing
spindle housing. When required spindles can be
replaced just as easily. Boring and withdrawal of
each urrit entirely automatic, synchronised with
feed gear and controlled by cam, roller, levers and
Iinks, operatirrg through overhead rocking shaft.
|in. (12'7mm,) parallel sl.rank augers fed into
sleepers by weight ol boring unit head, with some
spring assistance when commencing boring. Their
withdrawal is positive. All augers are right-hand.
Head carryir.rg each group of spindles rises and falls
for eacl-r boring operation, but relative end motion
between telescopic shafts and their sleeves does not
occur once auger centre positions have been set.
In other words there are no sliding boring spindles.
This means that minimum length of auger can be
used and each chuck is supported by a bearing
constantly adjacent to it. This is an important
feature which errsures greater accuracy in boring
and fewer breakages of augers.

Two fixed top guides provided for locating sleepers
whilst being bored. When sleeper passes under
boring units its adzed seatings are pressed up to
these guides by the ffexible bed. These guides also
allow for exhaust hood arrangements for chips
from boring augers. Automatic self-centring
device locates taper or varying width sleepers
centrally under boring spindles. Device will auto-
matically centre sleepers from 7t¿" to 12]¿" (l90mm.
to 3l5mm.) wide.

SUPPORT AND LOCATION OF STEEPERS
FOR ADZING AND BORING OPERATION

Sleepers, whilst being adzed and bored from their
top faces, are supported under each adzing and
boring unit on separate flexible bed sections with
independent rise and fall at each side of machir.re.
This ensures that sleeper actually being adzed and
sleeper actually being bored are both under
complete control, irrespective of whether previous
and following sleepers are of different thickness.
When sleeper is positioned for boring the operation
is entirely automatic and synchronised with feed
gear. Sleepers are located endwise against long
side fence.

Self-adjusting flexible beds, working through
plungers and counterbalance weights in conjunc-
tion with top guide shoes, accommodate sleepers
either of uneven thickness or taper sawn, whilst
retaining pressure on them as they pass under
adzing heads and during boring operation.

OUTFEED CONVEYOR

Generally similar to infeed conveyor. Sleepers are
delivered by it to outfeed platform for transfer to
creosoting bogies. Drive is taken from feed gearbox.

FEED MECHANISM

Infeed and outfeed collveyors chain driven. Feed
under adzing and boring heads by reciprocating
hinged dogs, actuated by crank disc, connecting
rod and levers.

Drive by vee-belts from l0 h.p. motor through
gear box, the ball bearing mounted input shaft of
which carries slipping clutch in drive to prt.,,ent
damage being done in event of sleepers becoming
jammed.

Emergerrcy brake for feed drive, with four hand-
lever control positions, which when applied
automatically switches off motor, is another
safety feature.
Normally one rate of feed provided i.e. either up to
l0 sleepers per minute for softwoods, or up to 5
sleepers per minute for hardwoods, where suitable
handling facilities are available. For customers
handling both hardwood and softwood sleepers,
however, suitable change pulleys to give both rates
of feed can be supplied.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

All l0 h.p. motors identical and interchangeable.
Control desk houses starting equipment, with all
r'ìecessary push buttons conveniently positioned
for operator.

Approxirrrate weight of machine illustrated l5-| tons.

II!ultratioils urc not l>inding as to alrløil buf ma) hc ttlicil ar cont()it1g
a g?nrra!!!' aorr(al r('ur(.t(iltalion ol our tùe(hinrt.

Lealìet No. 262 15c.5.62 Printed in England
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